Sterochef - Catering First Aid

“ The most reliable brand on the market ”

Sterochef Blue
12 boxes of plasters / case
Description

Pack

Ref

4.0 x 4.0cm

50

5601

6.0 x 2.0cm

100

5602

7.5 x 2.5cm

100

5603

7.5 x 5.0cm

50

5605

Ass 5 sizes

100

5629

Ass 7 sizes

100

5638

Ass plastic box

5660

Fingertip

50

5912

Knuckle

50

5913

Extension extra long

50

5914

Bags of 10
to pack into first aid kits 500/case

5620

You can rest assured that
everything we supply is
tried and tested
Comes complete with a 100%
guarantee that it’s fit for
purpose, gets delivered on
time, and has been designed
to meet the toughest UK and
European Standards. First aid
compliance made nice and
easy by Steroplast.

38

100 assorted plasters
in plastic case

Ref 5660
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Also
perfect for
kitchens in your
sports facilities
and clubs

Sterochef selection of 7 sizes in one box - 100 plasters

Ref 5638S

Sterochef
First aid kits, plasters and dressings
for the food and catering industry.
The law requires that food processors and anyone
handling food must use blue dressings.
Sterochef blue, electro-magnetically detectable dressings are
coated with a medical grade, high-tack adhesive, making them
the most reliable brand on the market!
When applied to clean dry skin, they’ll stay in place, preventing
them from entering the food chain, which could have very serious
consequences and be very costly if a batch recall was required.
Sterochef Catering Kits, compliant with BS8599-1, supplied in a
blue polypropylene ‘Premier’ case, or a durable blue nylon bag.

Sterogrip blue sizes

Ref B, C, D, E

Sterogrip in blue, specifically for the
catering industry. Blue Sterogrip is the
essential support bandage for anyone
who has sustained an injury, but
continuing to work in a food and
catering environment.

Sterochef strapping

Sterochef catering kit

Ref 8599CT-S

Steroplast’s British Standard catering first aid kits
(branded Sterochef), compliant to BS8599-1 are all
you need to achieve Health & Safety compliance
and peace of mind.
Description

Pack

Ref

Sterochef blue detectable plasters

1

5638S

Sterochef catering kit

1

8599CT-S

Sterochef PE strapping

1 x 12

5682

Finger stalls - Extra large
Finger stalls - Large
Finger stalls - Medium

1 x 10
1 x 10
1 x 10

2007XL
2007L
2007M

Finger cots - flesh (latex)

1 x 10

2010L

Finger bandage

1x6

3061BT

Sterogrip blue - in sizes B, C, D, E

Ref 5682

Sterochef Strapping is a blue plastic
adhesive tape for use during food
preparation, to tape around items of
jewellery, preventing them from
accidentally dropping into the food.

Finger stalls M, L, XL

Ref 2007L

Finger Stalls & Finger Cots are easy to
use and ideal for use in the food and
catering industry.
The blue fingerstall must be used in
food handling environments to ensure
food hygiene regulation compliance.
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